“RORAIMA SAVANNAS :
CLIMAX SITUATION OR BOTANIC RELIC
(preliminary results)
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Des mosaïques forêt- savane sont courants dans la zone de Roraïma (Amazonie br6silienne).
L’occurrence et l’origine de ce type d’environnement ainsi que l’hypothhse d’une v6g6tation
“climax” sont ici discut6.e~.
tri% vraisemblablementunh6ritagedesfluctuationsclimatiques
Lessavanessont
quaternaires, comportant de phases “sikhes” La remarquable composition botanique de ces
savanes peut être interpretk comme le r6sultatd’un isolement relativementrkent. Quant aux
6lhents communs de cette flore, ils indiqueraient que les processus de diversification de ces
formations et les associations des nouvelles plantes sont l’expression de leur 6volution
actuelle.
Abstract
As in the other parts of South America, fores-savanna mosaics are common in the Roraïma
area(Brazil)
and cover quiteextensive areas. Ocurrence and origin of this kmd of
environment remain debatable. The hypothesis of a “cliiw stage” is discussed.
These savanna areas canbe consiked as modem relic areas formed under Pleistocene and
post-Pleistocene cliiatic fluctuations, during which drier vegetation formations penetrated
the Amazon region. Their remarkable floristic and physiognomic similaritiescan be
interpreted as a consequence of a relatively recent isolation; even more if we consider that for
the Amazon savannas however, the constant presence of common elements in their flora may
also indicate that such a diversification process and consequent formation ofnew plant
associations is presently taking place.
Mots cl& - Savanes. Roraïma. Amazonie Brbsilienne. Evolution actuelle et quatemaire.
Sols. Model6. Variations palklimatiques.
Key-words - Sannas. Raraïma. A m a n ’ s basin. Modem and Quatemary evolution.
Soils. Morphology.Paleoclimatcenvironments.
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Fig. 1. Location map with forest
and savannaareas.

Various uses have been given to the concept of "savanna" and literature is
heavily encumbered by problems of terminology.
The one adopted hereis taken
from Teunissen (1970)which says: ''savannaor a campo is an area with a
xeromorphic vegetation comprising ofan ecologically dominant ground layer
consisting mainly of grasses, sometimes together with sedges, and with or
without trees andlor shrubs either forming a more or less continuous layer, or
occurring in groups, orisolated". In Brazil the dry savanna vegetation
is called
cerrado, cerradaoor campo ifit isshrub savanna, m e savanna or grass savanna
respectively.
Occurrence and origin of this kind of environment remain debatable. Fire
adaptation, human influence, edaphic, climatic and hydmlogic origins
are some
of the arguments usedto explain such mosaic. Emmerich(1990) has speculated
that the distribution of forest and savannasin Brazil dependson the landform.
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similarities remaining from the Pangea continent between Africa and South
America (Delevoryas, 1973; Richards, 1973;
"home, 1973). Moreover, Maguire
(1970) has speculated that the savanna flora of Roraima highland became
established amund theCretawus.
Erhart (1961 and 1962) summarized
in Brazilian joumals the so called BioRhexistatic theory focusing on ground cover types as important factors in the
geochemical evolution of landscapes. Many geomorphologic effects were
itadicated as wulting of changes to other vegetation types that donot protect the
landscape as forest does. Correlations between stratigraphical patterns and
biogeographical distribution were inferred. Later, many authors working in
B m i l increased this postulate with new observations; including new evidences
(Barbosa, 1958 and 1959; Tricart,l959 and 1979; Cailleux, 1959; Ab'Saber,
1958; Bigarella, 1965 and 1982; Mousinho, 1971).
Palynological studies through pollen diagrams have detected changes
the in
vegetational cover (Hammen, 1966 and 1974; Absy, 1982; Labouriau, 1982),
most of them in accordance with evidences from other fields.
There is increasing
evidence from pollen that
areas which are now covered by forest were formerly
occupied by savanna.
It is already well established that global climatic changes during the
Quatemary playeda role in stimulating ecological changes.
The tropical belt has
experienced a succession of wetter and drier periods concurrently with the
interglacial and glacial periods occurring at higher latitudes and altitudes.
Evidences of such past climatic shifting comes from different fields.
Sedimentological cores have been obtained from the prodelta
of the Amazon.
The prodelta stratigraphy contains feldspar, originating from erosional processe
during the Pleistocene (Damuth& Fairbridge, 1970). These authors snpposed
that this large deposit of arkosic
sands was originated from anand period during
the lastpart of the Wurm-Wisconsin glaciation. More recently Kronberg
et al.
(1986), also studying deep-sea fan sediments, concluded that the modem
sediment compositions reflects
the rapid weathering now occurring
in the Andean
This intense chemical weatheringhas controlled the
source regions of the basin.
chemistry of suspended sediments in the Ammon river since
at least the Upper
Pleistocene.
The most recent approach called "refuge theory" or the biological mode1
(Salo, 1987)for diversification in the tropics, States that, duringthe arid cycles
of the Pleistocene the Amazon forest was reduced to a number of isolated
patches; "plantand animal populations isolated in the more-or-less restricted
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DISCUSSION

Peneplain and hilland landscapes are the dominating features
occuning inthe
whole study area, associated with the Cenozoic sediments of the Boa Vista
Formation andthe Proterozoic basementof the Guiana Shield, respectively.A
relatively narrowValley built by theRio Branco river crosses the area
NNE-SSW
direction (Figure2).

- Peneplain
The dominant feature is the extensive glacis-terrace relief formed
flat ( by
4%
slope), large interfluves (80-1OOm elevation). Shallow incisions oflocal streams
(>3rd order catchment). While the smaller
streams have a low inclination(<2%),
the deep dissections can exhibit
a kind of polycyclic evolution, with slopes
of 25%and 510% respectively. With this relief type are o%n associated deep, well
developed, porous, acid and mineral-poorsoils. Sandy surfacelayers contrasts
with loamy Sand to sandy Clay subsurface horizons. Colours are dark brown
(10YR 4/3), grading to strong brown(7,SYR 5/6 or 5/8). The non structuredor
loose surface A horizons grade at a depth of about 30cm into very weakly
structured, friable or loose subsurface B horizon which continue without any
apparent changes to2-3m.These soi1 classifyas “Latossolo Amarelo distrofico”
according to the Brazilian soils classification and “Typic Haplustox” according
to
the USDA system.

w
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In some areas of the glacis-terrace, the headwaters are
areas
not well defined
and patches of multidepressional drainage pattern
occur confining hydromorphic
soils. They consist of shallow depressions
(2-3m deep), sometimes rounded and
always sumunded by gentle slopes of about 1-2%. They functionas perennial
or seasonal dambo-likelakes, interconnected by small creeks.For the creeks, no
clear evidences of abrupt particle
s i x changes or other kinds of intemal drainage
blocking factor were noted. A textural range fromsandy, loamy Sand to sandy
Clay loam was observed. Colours varied
h m dark grey( l O Y R 4/1) tb light grey
or white (1OYR 7/1 or 8/2) according the level of organic matter. Soils classifieci
as “Gley Pouco Humico distrofico” according to the Brazilian system and
“Haplustox” accordingthe USDA system.
Ironstone layers were always found associated with Valley sides of deep
incised streams (>3rd order), with variable thickness(40-15Ocm) according to
the degree of incision. Someof the features areas follows: fine to very coarse
elements, usually quartz, around which sesquioxide are cemented; red matrix
with black spots of manganese concentration; from grave1
to crust; prismatic,
massive or vesicular structure; and inclined disposition (Figure
2).
Conspicuous, domed inselbergs are loosely scattered
over the whole area (in
some instances 200-250111 high); most of them are composed of granodiorite
(Radambrasil, 1975) with steep slopes
of bare rock descending towards
a narrow
piedmont rim. Ironstone is commonly present in the piedmont areas, both as
massive crust or thin groundwater layer. The inselbergs should represent the
exhumed summits of weathered and extremely lowered basal surfaces.
In the southern peneplain areas, the transition zone between forest and
savanna is always a strip where patchesof forest are scattered and mixedwith
savanna vegetation, over similar soils.
It seems that forest is expanding through
savanna areas. Moreover all inselbergs are accompanied by isolated spots of
piedmont forest indicating possible forest refuge areas during the past dry
climates. Several authors refer to such situation as altitude/orographic refuge
(Fjrance, 1982; Ab’Saber, 1982; Granville, 1982;Foresta, 1989).
Hilland
In the crystalline hillandareas several remnants of erosion surfaces (hilltops)
can be observed.These surface were intensely wom down in the course of the
further episodes to which are due the shaping of slopes, terraces and sandyflat
vales, as well as the hardening of the ferruginous remnants of the initial surfaces
period.
thmugh improvementof the drainage during the erosion
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The shifting of vegetation could
be connected with the ironstone formation
as
a long term process. The occurrence of these levels can involves, first, a
biostasic phase (Erhart, 1961/2), when a thick lateritic mantle is formedunder
forest, including animn segregation zone withpliithite, and second, a climate
change into a more rhesistasic phase, when savanna replaces forest, land is
degraded according to a new erosional level, profiles are decapitated and
plinthite, since come up is converted in a massive and hard imnstone level.
Ironstone levels can therefore be used as a important key to understand past
envimnmental conditions and changes affecting vegetation.
The most impressive feature found
there is adune-like relieftype,formed by
a NE-SW oriented sequence oflong, parallel, convex ridges offine Sand (6077%) and silt material (100-12Om high), altemating with shallow streams or
c m k s having the same NE-SW orientation. These fields were covered by
sparse
grass savanna mainly, having cactaceae scattered throughout.The presence.of
such paleodunes in Roraima, shouldalso be correlated with a drierepisode as
described in other parts of South-America (Tricart,
1974; Khobzi, 1981).
Slope deposits as Stone-lines were found inthe glacis and hilland zone and
they shall also be related with these dry episodes. They are mainly formed by
dismantled ironstone and milky vein quartz, which outcrop
theathilltops. The
aumhthonous lateritic coveron the hilltops may have been one possible source
of suchtransported material. In this case, partsof it were eroded, transportedby
slope wash and sedimented on the next younger relief level. The presence of
Stone-lines in the Amazon is consideredas an important evidence,in addition to
biogeographical data,supporting the refuge theory. The depositional origin
the of
Stone-linescan be explainedastheresult
of aphase of increased
morphodynamics, caused by more aridity which led to a thinning out of the
vegetation (Ab,Saber, 1977; Soubies, 1979/80; Lichte, 1990).
FINAL COMMENTS

The hypothesis which states thatthe present stage of vegetation cover is a
"climax stage" or, in other words, a mature vegetation in a steady state of
equilibrium with prevailiig environmental conditions,Seems to be insufficient to
explain the present mosaic distribution
of forest-savanna in Roraima State
and it
cannot be explained entirelyin terms of now-existing biogeographic factors.
Cumnt patterns of vegetation distribution may
be the result of an interplay of
paleoclimates and thepresent ecological factors. To better understand
the problem, we should consider the present biogeography as ajust
matter of "time and
space" or, lets Say, paleoenvironments have been responsible for
controlling the
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